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ShakeAlert Integration Considerations 
At a recent conference where SHAKEALERT™ was 
discussed, the equipment used to connect to the USGS 
SHAKEALERT™ alarm was referred to as a “black 
box”. This term implies that the equipment is ubiquitous, 
and it could be interpreted that all interface equipment is 
the same. This is simply not true and could lead a 
potential user to an expensive mistake. 

When selecting a vendor for your SHAKEALERT™ 
applications it is extremely important to understand what 
you are buying.  Here are some important considerations 
in making comparisons between the systems being 
offered. 

Cyber Security  
The SHAKEALERT™ alarm is delivered via a 
connection to the internet. In order to ensure that your 
facility is secure from 
cyber-related attacks 
after 
SHAKEALERT™ is 
installed, make sure 
that you understand 
the security features 
that are embedded in 
your interface devices.  
Ask your vendors to 
provide detailed 
descriptions of those 
features and how they 
will prevent your 
control system or 
computer network system from being hacked. 
 
False Alerts 
SHAKEALERT™ may periodically send false alarms. 
While these have not been frequent, it is critical that your 
system have the ability to filter out those false alarms.  
False alerts can be costly when SHAKEALERT™ is 
being used to perform automatic shutdown of critical 
functions... it’s most vital and valuable application.  In 
those cases, it is often desirable to install on-site 
equipment to verify the accuracy of the 
SHAKEALERT™ signal to prevent expensive 

automatic actions from occurring in a false alert 
situation.  Ask your vendors to explain how they plan to 
eliminate false alerts at your facility and if their devices 
will accommodate additional input to eliminate costly, 
unnecessary reactions from false alerts from the 
SHAKEALERT™ signal. 
 
Reliability 
History is often the best measure of device reliability.  
Ask your vendors to describe the history of the devices 
they intend to install in your system.  Do those devices 
have a proven track record?  Do they have a long history 
of trouble-free and reliable service? 
 
Cost 
Cost, both long term and short term, is often considered 
the most important criterion in purchasing a system.  
Some of the factors that will determine your true and 

final cost include: 

• Software – Does the quoted cost 
include software specific to the 
needs of your system? 

• Subscriptions or maintenance 
fees – It is important to understand 
the ongoing costs that vendors 
charge to provide 
SHAKEALERT™ to your facility. 
Detailed questions about service 
fees should be asked and answered 
in detail. 

• Installation fees – Ask your 
vendors to fully describe the 
anticipated cost of installation, 
startup, maintenance, warranty and 
heartbeat monitoring.    
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Figure 1 - An OmniMonitor as Provided by Varius Inc 


